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Abstract
Venturi aeration is an economical method to increase dissolved oxygen (DO) in aquatic
water bodies. For this paper, aeration experiments were conducted with 200 litres
volume of the water tank, having dimensions of 90 cm length, 55 cm breadth, and 45
cm depth. The venturi was fabricated keeping the dimension of converging and
diverging length same, i.e., 76 mm and throat length of 100 mm. The venturi aeration
system was operated with six different discharge rates (0.00025, 0.00033, 0.00042,
0.00050, 0.00058 and 0.00067 m3/s). This work is intended to estimate the effect of
varying discharges on the efficiency of venturi aerator in terms of standard oxygen
transfer rate (SOTR) and standard aeration efficiency (SAE). The experiment shows
promising results in terms of SOTR and SAE at moderate to high discharge rates, on
the other hand a declining trend is seen when the liquid discharge rate is too high. The
oxygen transfer rate was found to have a good relationship with the discharge rate.

Introduction
Dissolved oxygen (DO) is one of the most essential
component of water quality, it reflects the state of any
water body's ecological health, and this is because
aquatic life cannot survive if it’s deprived of enough DO
(Alison et al., 2010; Jayraj et al., 2017; Boyd, 2018; Roy
et al., 2021). Aeration is very popular method and
extremely useful in preserving the appropriate amount
of DO in the semi-intensive and intensive aquaculture
system (Boyd, 1998; Boyd & McNevin, 2020; Roy et al.,
2021). The aeration practice also gives a positive impact
on efficacy of the aquaculture ecosystem and
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wastewater system (Rao et al., 2004; Baylar & Ozkan,
2006). It is a versatile technique to remove the toxic
gases (H2S, CO2, and volatile organic matters) from
water bodies and cumulatively improve the quality of
water for the survival of aquatic animals (Boyle et al.,
2002; Boyd, 1998). Sengupta & Jana (1987) observed
that the aerated tanks produced 25-82 % more fish than
non-aerated tanks. There are several reasons of
supplementary benefits of an aerator to circulate water,
such as, with flowing oxygenated water around all
sections of pond, the fishes may find places of sufficient
DO concentration more easily. For the maximum yield of
aquaculture production, adequate design and layout are
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needed for the aerators, to have continuous and ample
supply of DO to satisfy the demands of aquatic
organisms (Soderberg, 2017; Cheng et al., 2019; Nguyen
et al., 2020).
Venturi aeration is a well-known practice in the
field of water engineering (Baylar & Ozkan, 2006;
Rathinakumar et al., 2014; Can et al., 2021). Venturi has
a very simple structure, it mainly consists of three
sections, converging (inlet), throat (middle constricted),
and diverging section (outlet) shown in Figure 1. The
converging section is an impressive section for
converting the pressure head to velocity head. However,
the diverging section alters the velocity head to pressure
head. The venturi system generates a pressure
difference that produces a vacuum at the throat section
based on the working principle of Bernoulli’s theorem
(Baylar & Ozkan, 2006). The principle of venturi has been
in use in a variety of applications such as odor control,
sludge digestion, wastewater aeration, lake
stratification, seepage treatment, and measurements of
air quality. The venturi is not only used in liquid alone
but has numerous applications in gases and vapours as
well (Wang & Zhang, 1999). Venturi by far is most
economical and cost-effective (Rathinakumar et al.,
2014). Venturi aerators are highly effective and needs a
differential of less than 20 % to start suction (Ozkan et
al., 2006a). There are numerous benefits of venturi
aerators – (1) external power is not needed to operate,
(2) its operating life is high, and (3) it is fail-proof
because there is no moving parts- it is grossly
maintenance-free. Mere simplicity, compact and
adaptability of venturi are very attractive. The costeffective property of venturi makes it a ready
replacement for other types of aerators. Bagatur (2005)
worked on the disinfection of drinking water treatment
using venturi aeration system, which stated that, the
venturi device can be used to solve sour drinking water
caused by hydrogen sulfide, excessive organic matter,
nutrient, and nitrogen.
Venturi aeration has been used extensively as a
method of aeration in the field of aquaculture (Baylar &

Figure 1. Schematic view of the venturi device.
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Emiroglu, 2003; Baylar et al., 2005, Baylar et al., 2007;
Baylar et al., 2010; Zhang, 2017; Chohan et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020) and wastewater
treatment (Tchobanoglous et al., 2002; Gourich et al.,
2007; West, 2009; Rosso et al., 2008) in recent years.
Furthermore, other recent investigations have been
conducted by the researchers who applied
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques to
realize the principles of hydrodynamics (Kumar et al.,
2014; Tamhankar et al., 2014; Tomov et al., 2015;
Tukimin et al., 2016; Ande et al., 2018; Yin et al., 2018;
Basso et al., 2019; Can et al., 2021). The venturi aeration
system requires kinetic energy for increasing the air
entrainment rate in the flowing water (Ozkan et al.,
2006b). Mohammad et al., (2012) studied the effect of
varying diverging angles on the flow velocity in the
converging and diverging section. They have found that
an increase in diverging angle increases the flow velocity
in the converging section and reduces velocity in the
diffuser. In terms of energy usage, venturi aeration
systems are better than diffusers, but they suffer from a
lower performance of standard oxygen transfer
efficiency (Taricska et al., 2008). Susanto et al., (2021)
studied on the comparative performance of stone
diffuser with venturi skimmer. It was found that the
venturi created fine air bubbles and the DO saturation
was higher for venturi than stone diffuser.
Sanghani et al., (2016) assessed the effects on
pressure drop in venturi through varying the geometric
variables, i.e., converging and diverging angles, the
diameter ratio, and the throat length. From the
evaluation of various geometric variables of venturi, it
was found that pressure drop varies with increasing inlet
angle, outlet angle, and constricted section length.
Gupta et al., (2016) studied the two-phase flow through
the venturi. Several experiments were performed in
multiphase loops with differing air-water flow rates to
assess the pressure difference in venturi under twophase flow. It was discovered that a venturi would
increase the void fraction exponentially up to 20 %, and
that this is feasible in a flow regime with a precision of 5
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%. This may be due to the difference in the flow
mechanism and turbulent forces that affect the
momentum of flow in the venturi (Gupta et al., 2016).
Bunea & Ciocan (2018) investigated the efficiency of
oxygen transfer from air to water in comparison to the
energy used by air injection to optimize two major
parameters:
aeration
efficiency
and
energy
consumption in air entrainment. Mahmud et al., (2020)
proposed to increase aeration performance by
recirculating water from a river using a venturi aspirator
through the piping networking. They have concluded
that the venturi aspirator aerator is feasible in the field
of aquaculture and wastewater treatment industries.
Recently the circular fish tank operated using venturi
aeration by author Zhang et al., (2020). It was obtained
from the results that the maximum standard aeration
efficiency (SAE) values produced from 1.7 to 2.05 kg
O2/kWh. The authors have concluded that the venturi
aeration system saves energy and is economically
adoptable.
Most of the previous studies focus on the design
parameters of venturi, whereas the information on the
effect of operating conditions such as discharge or flow
is very limited. However, the systematic and specific
operational conditions are of much importance to get
maximum profit from the aquaculture farms. The aim of
the present study is to determine the effect of varying
discharge rates on the performance of venturi aeration
systems. In the present study, the geometrical
parameters of venturi have been selected from the
previous study of Yadav et al., (2021) to see the effect of

dynamic parameter such as discharge rate. The details
of the geometrical parameters of venturi are presented
in Table 1.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Set-up
The experimental setup contains a water tank,
pump, venturi, valves, water meter, and pipe
accessories to make the water circulation in a closedloop as shown in Figure 2. The experimental setup
having the dimension of 90 cm × 55 cm × 45 cm (length
× breadth × depth), in which the aeration experiments
were performed with total 200 litres volume of water. A
1.02 HP axial flow pump manufactured by Kirloskar
Brothers Limited, Coimbatore, India was used to carry
out the experiments over the venturi aeration system.
The venturi device was fabricated from the Santra
Engineering Workshop, Kolkata (W.B.), India. The
converging and diverging sections’ length and diameter
are selected having same value, i.e., 76 mm and 60 mm
respectively. The converging and diverging angles are
kept similar as 15° throughout the experiments (Yadav
et al., 2021). A total 17 number of air holes of 2 mm
diameter were uniformly distributed over 100 mm
throat length. Threads are provided at both sides of the
converging and diverging section for easy connection
and dismantling with the pipe. In the present study, the
mixture of air bubbles and water comes out from the
venturi directly on the surface of water at a low height

Table 1. The geometric parameters of venturi aeration system (Yadav et al., 2021)
S. No.
1.
2.
3.

Geometric Parameter
Converging and diverging angle (α and β)
Throat length (tl)
Number of air holes (N)

Optimum Values
15°
100 mm
17

Table 2. Schedule of experiments to determine the effects of varying discharge rate on the performance of venturi aeration
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Q (m3/s)
0.00025
0.00033
0.00042
0.00050
0.00058
0.00067

Constants

Total number of experiments

Selected geometric parameters of venturi: tl, N, and α and β

18

Table 3. Value of SOTR per unit discharge for different experiments
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Discharge (m3/s)
0.00025
0.00033
0.00042
0.00050
0.00058
0.00067

KLa20 (h-1)
1.642
2.240
2.933
3.601
4.558
5.110

SOTR (kg O2/h)
0.00298
0.00408
0.00532
0.00654
0.00827
0.00927

SOTR per unit discharge (kg O2/m3)
0.00330
0.00341
0.00352
0.00363
0.00396
0.00384
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(less than 1m), which creates a ripple effect on the water
surface rather than the wave generation. Therefore, the
atmospheric oxygen mass transfer from water surface
due to agitation (due to ripple effect) was ignored since
the mentioned effect is similar on all the experimental
groups.
Aeration Test and Performance
The present study has been carried out with
unsteady-state conditions using clean tap water (ASCE,
2007). The oxygen mass transfer rate starts from the
atmosphere to the liquid through the gas-liquid
interface followed by the laminar flow along both sides
of the gas-liquid interface established by the two-film
theory of oxygen mass transfer (Lewis & Whitman,
1924) and can be expressed as follows:
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑡

𝐴

= 𝐾𝐿 (𝑉) (𝐶𝑠 − 𝐶𝑚 )

(1)

where,

dc
dt

is the oxygen transfer rate between the
A

gas and liquid (mg/l/s), is the ratio of the air-water
V
interfacial area to water volume (m-1), 𝐾𝐿 is the liquidfilm coefficient (h-1), Cs is saturation oxygen
concentration (mg/l) and Cm is the measured oxygen
concentration (mg/l).
Boyd & Ahmad (1987) evaluated the standard
oxygen transfer rate (SOTR) and standard aeration
efficiency (SAE) through different types of aerators used
in aquaculture ponds. The SAE value and durability of
the aeration system are most important during the
selection of an aerator for day-to-day use in aquaculture
ponds. Alternatively, high SOTR values and flexibility are
significant for aerators used to save the aquatic species
in difficult situations. The SOTR is specified as the
amount of oxygen that the aerator can introduce into a
body of water per unit time at standard conditions, i.e.,
water temperature 20 °C, initial DO concentration 0
mg/l, one atmospheric pressure, and clear tap water
(APHA, 1985).

Air entrance

DO meter

Venturi

Pipe fittings

Water meter

Water tank

Valve
DO probe
Pump

Outlet

Pumping unit
Pressure gauge

Figure 2. Experimental setup.
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Figure 3. Variation of SOTR with varying discharge.
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𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅 = 𝐾𝐿 𝑎20 × (𝐶𝑠 − 𝐶0 ) × 𝑉 × 10

−3

𝐹𝑟 =
(2)

where, SOTR is the standard oxygen transfer rate
(kg O2/h), Cs is the saturation value of DO at test
conditions (mg/l), C0 is the DO concentration at time t
= 0 (mg/l), V is the volume of the water tank (m 3), and
K L a 20 is the standard oxygen transfer coefficient at
temperature 20 °C (h-1).
𝐾𝐿 𝑎20 = 𝐾𝐿 𝑎 𝑇 × 𝜃 (20−𝑇)

(3)

where, K L a T is the oxygen transfer coefficient at
temperature (°C), and θ is 1.024 for clean tap water
(Boyd, 1998; ASCE, 2007).
The SAE value of an aerator gives a relation
between SOTR and the power used to operate the
system (Lawson & Merry, 1993).
𝑆𝐴𝐸 =

𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅
𝑃

=

𝐾𝐿 𝑎20 × (𝐶𝑠 −𝐶0 ) ×𝑉×10−3
𝑃

(4)

where, SAE is the standard aeration efficiency (kg
O2/kWh), and P is the power input (kW).
The brake power (P) in kW is estimated using the
following Eq. 5 (Kumar et al., 2013)

𝑃=

(9.81×𝑄×𝐻)



(5)

where, Q is the pump discharge (m3/s), H is the
total dynamic head (m), and  is the mechanical
efficiency of the pump (%).
The functional relationship between SAE/ΔC and
the key variables such as geometric, dynamic and
physical parameters can be expressed as in Eq. 6:

𝑔𝑡𝑙
2
𝑣𝑤

(9)

Experimental Procedure
The experiments were started by deoxygenating a
basin of clean tap water. The deoxygenation process
was carried out by using sodium sulphite (10 mg/l) as a
deoxygenating agent, and cobalt chloride (0.1 mg/l) as a
catalyst for each mg/l of DO present in the water
(Ahmad & Boyd, 1988; Jayraj et al., 2017; Baylar et al.,
2006; Baylar et al., 2007). With the start of the venturi
operation, DO concentration starts rising and
measurements were taken at equal time intervals till DO
concentration rises from approximately 0 mg/l to about
80 % of saturation. The DO and temperature of the
water during the experiments were measured with the
help of a DO meter (Model: EXTECH DO meter, YSI
Professional Plus). The flow rates of water during the
experiments were measured by using a water meter
(Hach Hydrolab Sonde DS5). All experimental readings
were taken continuously at equal intervals. The
performance of the venturi aeration system was
evaluated in terms of SOTR and SAE at different
discharge rates using the Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 respectively.
Further, based on the results obtained, the NDSAE,
Reynolds number, and Froude number were also
calculated using the Eq. 7, 8 and 9 respectively. The
schedule of experiments to determine the effects of
varying discharge rates on the performance of venturi
are shown in Table 2. All the experiments were
conducted with three replications by varying the
discharge rate ranges from 0.00025 to 0.00067 m3/s.

Results and Discussion
Effect of Discharge on the SOTR and SAE

𝑆𝐴𝐸
∆𝐶

= 𝑓1 (𝑡𝑙 , 𝑡𝑑 , 𝑡ℎ , 𝑁, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑉, 𝜌𝑎 , 𝜌𝑤 , 𝑔, 𝑣𝑤 , 𝜎𝑤 , 𝜐𝑤 )

(6)

where, 𝑡𝑙 is the throat length (m), 𝑡𝑑 is the throat
diameter (m), 𝑡ℎ is the throat hole diameter (m), 𝑁 is the
number of air holes, 𝛼 is the converging angle (°), 𝛽 is
the diverging angle (°), 𝜌𝑎 is the density of air (kg/m3),
𝜌𝑤 is the mass density of water (kg/m3), g is the
acceleration due to gravity (m/s2), 𝑣𝑤 is the flow velocity
(m/s), 𝜎𝑤 is the surface tension of water (N/m), 𝜐𝑤 is the
kinematic viscosity of water (m2/s), and ∆C is the oxygen
deficit (mg/l).
From the dimensional analysis of the Eq. 6 using
Buckingham Π theorem, the non-dimensional form of
standard aeration efficiency (NDSAE), Reynolds number
(Re) and Froude Number (Fr) can be estimated using Eq.
7, Eq. 8, and Eq. 9 respectively.
𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐴𝐸 = (𝑆𝐴𝐸 ⁄∆𝐶 )𝜌𝑤 𝑣𝑤2
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜐𝑤
𝑡𝑙 𝑣𝑤

(7)
(8)

The effect of discharge on the performance of the
venturi aeration was analysed based on SOTR and SAE.
Variations of SOTR and SAE for different discharge rates
are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. It can be
seen from Figure 3 that the value of SOTR increases with
increasing the discharge rate. The values of KLa20 and
SOTR unit discharge are presented in Table 3. The
maximum SOTR value was obtained 0.00927 kg O2/h at
the maximum discharge rate. The SOTR value varies
from 0.00298 to 0.00927 kg O2/h by varying discharge
rates from 0.00025 to 0.00067 m3/s. This is because an
increase in molecular diffusion at high discharge, the
rate of exchange of gas between liquid film and gas film
increases and consequently facilitates higher air
entrainment through the air holes present at the throat
of the venturi.
Furthermore, the SAE values were calculated at
different discharge rates as per the schedule of
experiments from Table 2. The SAE value increases with
increasing the discharge rates, but the values diminish if
the discharge rate is too high. The SAE values raise
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approximately 20 % with increasing discharge rate from
0.00025 to 0.00058 m3/s. However, for discharge rate
from 0.00058 to 0.00067 m3/s about a 3 % fall was
observed in SAE value.
The maximum value of SAE 0.504 kg O2/kWh was
found at the discharge rate of 0.00058 m 3/s. This was
specifically due to the rise in the rate of gas exchange
between a liquid and a gas film which attributed in
particular to the enhanced pressure difference caused
due to the molecular turbulence. The mean comparison
of SOTR and SAE values for different discharge rates by
Duncan's test (P<0.05) are presented in Table 4. The
mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variance of
SOTR were calculated to be 0.00243 kg O2/h, 0.00608 kg
O2/h, and 39.87 % respectively. Thus, the corresponding
SAE values of the respective mean, standard deviation,
and coefficient of variance were calculated as 0.0320 kg
O2/kWh, 0.460 kg O2/kWh, and 69.69 % respectively.

Variation of NDSAE with Re and Fr at Varying
Discharge Rates
Figure 5 depicts a schematic plot of NDSAE and Re
for various discharge rates of the venturi aeration
system. It can be observed from Figure 5 that the entire
collection of data points developed a single curve by
each discharge. The relation between NDSAE and Re of
venturi at varying discharge rates can be closely fitted by
a power function of the following form with a coefficient
of determination (R2) equal to the value of 0.99.
2.178

𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐴𝐸 = 1𝐸 − 13 × 𝑅𝑒

It can be observed that the Re value decreases with
increasing NDSAE presented in Table 5. The maximum
Re value was obtained 3.689 × 10-5 at the lowest NDSAE
value of 0.620 × 10-3. The minimum Re value was

0,52

0,5040

SAE (kg O2/KWh)

0,50

0,4891

0,48

0,4619
0,46

0,4479
0,4336

0,44

0,4213
0,42

0,40

0,00025

0,00033

0,00042

0,00050

0,00058

0,00067

Q (m3/s)
Figure 4. Variation of SAE with varying discharge.

6,0

y = 1E-13Re-2.178
R² = 0.9991
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NDSAE × 10-3

4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0
1,0E-05

2,0E-05

3,0E-05

Re
Figure 5. Variation of NDSAE with Re for different discharge rates.
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obtained 1.377 × 10-5 at the highest NDSAE value of
5.175 × 10-3. This is because of the kinetic energy of air
entrainment into the flowing water produces
concentrated disturbances and mingling with the bulk
liquid through venturi, thus air diffusion is formed,
similar effect was found by authors Xu et al., (2020).
Therefore, as a result, it can say that, the converging
angle and diverging angle of venturi are more
responsive to establish a good connection between air
entrainment and turbulent flow. As NDSAE is a property
of discharge (Q) and SAE, the values of Q influence the
SAE values. It does not imply a rise in NDSAE in terms of
SAE. It relies only on the value of Q. For a specific value
of NDSAE, the value of SAE can be increased by
increasing the value of Q.
As seen in Figure 6, a related procedure was used
to determine the relationship between NDSAE and Fr. In
venturi aeration, NDSAE was established to have a
substantial relationship with Fr. Figure 6 shows that the
whole range of data points produces a single curve by

each discharge value, which is same as above. The
relation between NDSAE and Fr can also be equipped by
a power function of the following form with a coefficient
of determination (R2) equal to the value of 1 (Figure 6).

𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐴𝐸 = 0.0163 × 𝐹𝑟 −1.089

(11)

The values of Fr decreases with increasing NDSAE
values presented as shown in Table 5. The highest value
of Fr was obtained as 20.40 at the lowest NDSAE value
of 0.620×10-3. However, it is well known that NDSAE is a
function of Q and SAE, and the Q values can influence
the SAE values. Hence, the Fr can also be a function of
Q. The Fr values decrease with increasing discharge. The
reason behind this is the gravitational acceleration with
the supercritical flow conditions discovered at the
throat section of the venturi. Hence, very rapid and fast
flow conditions were measured at the converging
section towards throat section of the venturi. Due to the
disturbances of air-water flow from throat section to the

Table 4: Mean comparison of SOTR and SAE values for different discharge rates by Duncan’s test (p < 0.05)
S. No.

Q (m3/s)

1

0.00025

2

0.00033

3

0.00042

4

0.00050

5

0.00058

6

0.00067

Replications
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3

SOTR mean ± SD

SAE mean ± SD

0.00298a ± 0.0001

0.4213a ± 0.0143

0.00406b ± 0.0001

0.4336ab ± 0.0183

0.00532c ± 0.00003

0.4479bc ± 0.0029

0.00653d ± 0.00002

0.4619c ± 0.0017

0.00827e ± 0.00004

0.5040d ± 0.0027

0.00927f ± 0.0002

0.4892d ± 0.0125

*Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. n=3, Mean values in the same column with different superscripts (a, b, c, d, e, f) are significantly
different (p < 0.05); R1, R2, and R3 are the replications of each discharge rate of the experiment.

y = 0.0163Fr-1.089
R² = 1

6,0
5,0

NDSAE × 10-3

4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0

Fr
Figure 6. Variation of NDSAE with Fr for different discharge rates.
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diverging section, the air bubbles expand, and their
surface area increases. As a result, Fr can be useful in
determining circumstances in which surface
undulation can lead to the rate of air entertainment
(Campbell, 2015; Yadav et al., 2021).

Conclusion
From the overall experimental results, it was found
that the discharge plays an important role in
contributing to the higher yield of aeration efficiency of
the venturi aeration system. The value of SOTR and SAE
increases with raising the discharge rate throughout the
experiments. However, the SAE value reaches the
highest range and then decreases with further
increasing discharge rate. The values of Reynolds
number and Froude number often rely on the discharge.
However, the aeration performance can be significantly
improved by the Reynolds number and Froude number
values. Thus for the specific optimized geometric
parameters of venturi, the optimum value of discharge
was found to be 0.00058 m3/s. From the results of this
study, it can be concluded that the discharge rate is the
most significant dynamic parameter to increasing the
overall efficiency of the venturi aeration system. Thus, it
can say that, after the geometrical parameters of
venturi, the dynamic parameter, i.e., discharge rate is
also the main point of consideration during the design
of a venturi aeration system.
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